Pennsylvania Defeats Michigan—Score, 17-0

MUCH JOY OVER THE VICTORY

HOW THE EXPERTS HAVE JUDGED SATURDAY'S GRID-IRON BATTLE WITH MICHIGAN—TEAM HIGHLY PRaised FOR AN ALMOST MIRACULOUS IMPROVEMENT IN FORM.

New York World.

To the spectators, however, it appeared that the slowmotions of the Westerners were largely responsible for the defeat. When the Michigan players first appeared on the field, they ran through signals in a way that promised well, but with the whistle they lost speed. Again and again, the Pennsylvania defense got through and pulled the men with the ball almost before the play was started.


Penna's playing was a revelation in comparison with her work the season before. So fast was the Quaker eleven that the Wolverines were slow by comparison. At nearly all stages of the game Penna was too fast, snappy, and speedy for Michigan, whether on the offense or defense. Never did the Westerners seriously threaten the Penna eleven. It mattered little where Yost's men directed their attack, they always found that the quick rush of red and blue players right across the path of the man with the ball. It was as though it had never been seen on Franklin Field this season.

Philadelphia Record.

The game was the football surprise of the day, not so much because Penna beat Michigan, as that the victory was so decisive. One could hardly believe that the team which yesterday played the best game in Michigan history, won by a margin of one week back, was played to a scoreless tie by Lafayette.

Philadelphia Ledger.

The record book represents the disparity exhibited in the playing of the two teams. Michigan never has been a scored victory from the first kick off. It was a game the Quakers might have won. Its second half was so declicious that one could hardly believe that the team which yesterday played the best game in Michigan history, won by a margin of one week back, was played to a scoreless tie by Lafayette.

Philadelphia Inquirer.

It was a well-earned victory for the Pennsylvania team, and it was her performance, which was almost as good as her form.+ The real red and blue team.

A. Combination Yost's Westerners Could Not Solve—Every Player in Every Play for Old Penn.

Pennsylvania won a splendid victory from Michigan on Saturday by the score of 17-0. Outweighed on an average of six pounds to the man, the Quakers were more aggressive, and after the first ten minutes of play had the rear of Westerners almost at their mercy. With a spirit and dash that was irresistible, the Red and Blue players simply crushed the Ann Arbor team, and Coach Yost's players—

R. FOWLEJ, LEFT HALF BACK.

B. D. ZIEGLER, RIGHT GUARD.

executed by his much-talied-of and feared back field—were smothered before they could get a chance to create any damage whatever. The 'Varsity scored only one of her three touchdowns in the first half, the other two coming in the second half, and, in the first ten minutes of play there was no sign of the Westerners team. The ball during these opening minutes of the game was most of the time in Pennsylvania's territory, as both teams resorted to kicking, in which Garrella, having the wind with him, gained as much as fifteen yards on the exchange. But the tide was soon to turn. The 'Varsity, as in last year's game with Harvard, was content in the first few minutes of the game to kick on receiving the ball in order to study and solve the attack of her opponents, and this Pennsylvania did by conquering Garrella, the quick fullback and dasher of the Michigan team. It was soon seen that it was on the frontness of this man that the Westerners hoped to gain ground against the 'Varsity, and after he had been thrown for heavy losses every time he attempted to carry the ball by either Greene, Scarfrett, Levens or Polkwell, Pennsylvania believed she had conquered the vital factor of the Wolverines' attack.

The touchdown in the first half came as a result of Pennsylvania receiving the ball on a fumble of Michigan's after he had skirted Levens' line in an attempt to get a point. After he had been brought down by a fierce tackle of Greene's, the ball in the middle of the field Lawrence received. The Pennsylvania machine in action, and in five plays the required fifty yards had been covered and Michigan had been scored upon. Lawrence first got
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The University won a complete and glorious victory over the Michigan eleven last Saturday at a time when nothing but the unreasoning conviction, deep down in our hearts, warranted confidence that our team would succeed. What doubts were in the minds of the most apprehensive need not be recalled now. It is enough that Pennsylvania has again asserted her real strength and wiped out forever the blots on this year's work. The Wolverines were outwhipped and routed in every department. But the best team won, and the Quakers deserve credit for their victory.—Philadelphia Inquirer.

For College Men---Who Know

Savin' and McKinney

"Exclusive Cuts for College Men"
**BRIGHTON**

**FLAT CLASP GARTERS**

The neatest, easiest and most comfortable cord garter made. The rubber diamond holds with a vise-like grip that will never slip. Will not injure the finest hose. The smallest, smoothest flat garter ever used on a cord garter. Finest quality webbing. Metal parts heavy nickel plated brass.

For men, women and children.

*Pioneer Suspender Co., 710 Market St., Philadelphia.*

**LOCK-GRIP**

**BRIGHTON GARTERS**

The neatest, easiest and most comfortable cord garter made. The rubber diamond holds with a vise-like grip that will never slip. Will not injure the finest hose. The smallest, smoothest flat garter ever used on a cord garter. Finest quality webbing. Metal parts heavy nickel plated brass.

For men, women and children.

*Pioneer Suspender Co., 710 Market St., Philadelphia.*

**A Synopsis of the Victory**

(Continued from First Page)

away for four years. Then on a quick line up this cool and handy quarter- back shot the ball out to Loveone on a forward pass, and this play netted twenty yards. Hollembank was next out on a steady drive, running the ball back thirty yards from the five-yard line on Carroll's kick off. The Varsity knew its strength now and kicked. On an exchange of kicks Hol- lembank ran back the ball twenty-five yards to midfield. Lawrence now started working the ball again, but the first half ended with the ball on Michigan's forty-five yard line.

The second touchdown was scored early in the second half, and came as the result of a steady drive from the fifty-yard line down the field, in which Lawrence, Polwell, Ziegler, Hollembank and Greene carried the ball. In this march for the second touchdown Hollembank worked a fake kick for a brilliant gain of eighteen yards, bringing the ball to the one-yard line. From this point Greene was used to carry the ball in the next three plays, and went over for a touchdown. Hollembank again kicked a difficult goal.

Score: Pennsylvania, 12; Michigan, 6.

The Varsity's last touchdown was made by another steady advance of the ball after Lawrence had received a punt from Carroll on the fifty-yard line. By steady and consistent gains Pennsylvania for the third time trod the path of the goal where Hollembank scored another touchdown. Captain Grosecle again was used to carry the ball across the line. Polwell failed to make a fair catch of the punt out, so no goal was kicked. The score was now 17-0 in favor of Pennsy- lvania.

Michigan braced somewhat now, and after she had received the ball on an exchange of punts on her own forty-five yard line she made her first and only big gain. Carroll now for the first time in the game got around Law rence's end for a twenty-yard gain, when he brought down by Law rence. Soon after this he tried a place kick from the fifty-yard line, but the ball fell short by fifteen yards. This was his second try for goal. The other was executed in the first half, and was a much better try, the ball going true but under the bar.

Later in the second half Michigan tried a forward pass for the first time. The pass, which was made by Carroll, was badly executed, and the ball landed in Law rence's arms. He ran to Michigan's thirty-yard line before Carroll overtook him. From here the ball was taken to Michigan's ten- yard line and another touchdown seemed certain, when Hollembank fumbled and lost the ball, Carroll kicked to midfield, and the game ended with the ball in the Varsity's possession on the fifty-yard line.

---
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Broad and Narrow-Gauge Locomotives, Mine and Furnace Locomotives, Compressed-Air Locomotives, Tramway Locomotives, Plantation Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives, Electric Locomotives with Westinghouse Motors, Electric Car Tracks with or without Motors.

*Pennsylvania, 12; Michigan, 6.*
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**The Colonnial**

SAME SHAPE AS STRAW

Designed and Sold Only By

**Keebler's**

BRIGHTON, MICH.

---

**Baldwin Locomotive Works**

SINGLE EXPANSION AND COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES

Broad and Narrow-Gauge Locomotives, Mine and Furnace Locomotives, Compressed-Air Locomotives, Tramway Locomotives, Plantation Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives, Electric Locomotives with Westinghouse Motors, Electric Car Tracks with or without Motors.

*Burnham, Williams & Co.*


**The Dormitor, Drug Shop**

OPPOSITE THE DORMITORIES

For Your Wants In That Line

*W. R. MURRAY*
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**University Text-Books**

Both new and second-

hand, for all depart-

ments to be had at

**McVey's Book Store**

1229 Arch Street

---

**The University's Photographer**

Special rates for indi-

vidual and group work.

**POTT & FOLTZ**

1318 Chestnut St.

---

**GILBERT STUDIO**

FINEST PHOTOGRAPHS

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS

926 Chestnut St.
**Saturday's Football Games.**
A coincidence in the scores of the Pennsylvania and the Carnegie-Mellon games is that the Western teams had both been defeated by American universities, the former from the State of Pennsylvania and the latter from the State of Ohio. Against1 Schenley the Beavers were somewhat of a disaster. The other teams, Villetir, were less successful in the Western game.

**Students' Discount**
When you find a well-dressed student in your class ask him, "Who makes your clothes?" He will answer "Kendig & Oliver, 1504 Sansom St."

**Laundry**
**TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT. OFF TO STUDENTS.**
University Laundry
3607 WOODLAND AVENUE.
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**REAP**. We remove them before pressing the spots IN they REAP—are two ways to press a suit By pressing, by electricity, is a satisfactory procedure. "Your appearance can be beautified.

**The "Empire State."**
Our "Empire State" Rack Suit is one of a dozen dozen distinctly different styles that we offer. It is long, in the prevailing style, with a deep centre vent and a well-styled back, with broad flat lapels and wide, peaked sleeves. Decidedly a young man's coat.

**Browning, King & Company**
1521-1525 Chestnut St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

**The Majestic HOTEL AND ATTRACTION ATRACTIONS:**
BROAD ST.—GRAND AVE.
Philadelphia's most attractive apartment house. Combination suites for young gentlemen. Unsurpassed accommodations for families; splendid location; moderate charges. High-class cafe service; half portions.

**Spalding's Official Football Guide**
containing the NEW RULES with full-page explanatory pictures. Edited by Walter Camp. The largest Foot Ball Guide ever published. Full of foot ball statistics; reviews; forecasts; schedule; captains; records; scores; pictures of over 4,000 players.

**Price, 10 cents.**

**The Quaintest Coons in Color-town.**
Albert J. Peterson, Student Tailor.

**Toggery, all exclusively eaten into the student — the old familiar stand, "The Shop.

**Steel Clark Guide ever published.** Full page explanatory pictures. Captains: Schedules; records; scores; pictures of all the new seasonable tugs, from the 1880's to the present. The new football rules have brought about a liberalization of foreign and domestic fabrics, including the most nobby styles that we could secure. We want to recommend you coming in and looking over our stock before selecting elsewhere. The usual 10 per cent. off.

**KEITH'S THEATRE.**
**BILL FOR THIS WEEK.**

**Second and Last Week of "ROINALD DOLLY**
Presenting a Comedietta in One Act, by Bernard Shaw, entitled "HOW HE HURT HIS HUSBAND." (A Warning to Play-Goers.)

**NORA BAYES.**
The Girl that made famous "Down Where the Wurzburger Flows."

**THE FOUR FORS.**
Most delightful Dancing Specialty.

**THE GREAT EVERHART.**

**Waltz and Swing Hall Roarer.**

**JOHNNIE JONES.**
The Dixie Boy."

**DAISY DUMONT.**
The Charmingly Dapper of Songs New and Old.

**THREE FUNNY MITCHELS.**
The Quaintest Coons in Color-town. 

**THE USSEMS.**
Greatest Head to Head Balancers Ever imported to the Keith Circuit! Positive Sensation! KINETOGRAPH.
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